Abstract: Study of gamma ray energy absorption (EABF) and exposure buildup factors (EBF
Introduction
Buildup factors are the shielding materials and geometry dependent parameters which correct the simple attenuation calculations so that they include the contribution of the radiation field produced by the collided part of beam. As far as application of buildup factors in practical shielding problems is concerned, these have been incorporated into a number of point kernel methods of dose calculations in the case of a variety of radiation sources. The concept of buildup factor was mutually introduced by White [1] and Fano [2] recognized its importance in attenuation studies. There are two type of buildup factor (a) the energy absorption buildup factor that is the buildup factor in which the quantity of interest is the absorbed or deposited energy in the interacting material and the detector response function is that of absorption in the interacting material. (b) the exposure buildup factor is the buildup factor in which the quantity of interest is the exposure and the detector response function is that of absorption in the air [3] .There are different available methods to calculate the buildup factor such as G.P fitting method [4] and invariant embedding method [5] - [7] . Recently American National standards ANSI/ANS-6.4.3 [8] has provided buildup factor data for 23 elements, one compound and two mixtures (i.e. air and water) and concrete at energies in the range 0.015-15 MeV up to penetration depths of 40 mfp by using the G.P method. The developed G-P fitting formula is known to be accurate within a few percent error [4] , [9] . Recently, Harima has made the excessive historical review and an assessment for the status of buildup factor calculations and applications [10] . The gamma ray transmission method has been reported as the most accurate and convenient techniques for non destructive measurements of soil parameters like moisture content, density etc. [11] . The composition of soils like sand and cascade silt loam has been taken from literature of Brady N.C. [12] and of ceramic materials like kaolinite and mica has been taken from literature of Bear F.E. [13] . There are successful contributions which are based on the buildup factor studies in some soils and ceramic materials available in the literature. For example, Brar et al. [14] have studied the variation of buildup factors of soils with weight fractions of iron and silicon. Sidhu et al. [15] have studied the energy and effective atomic number dependence of the exposure buildup factors in biological samples. Manohara et al. [16] studied the variation of exposure buildup factors for heavy metal oxide glass with photon energy and penetration depth. Singh et al. [17] studied the energy dependence of total photon attenuation coefficients of composite materials. In the present work, we study the EABF and EBF by using the G-P fitting method for some essential soils and ceramic materials in the energy region 0.015-15 MeV up to penetration depth of 40 mfp. The generated EABF and EBF data have been studied as a function of incident energy, penetration depth and effective atomic number (Z eff ). Also, the comparison of EABF and EBF has been made and significant variation was noted.
II. Computational work
To calculate the buildup factors, the G-P fitting parameters were obtained by the method of interpolations from the equivalent atomic number (Z eq ). Computations are illustrated step by step as follows:
2.1. Calculation of the equivalent atomic number Z eq 2.2. Calculation of geometric progression (G-P fitting parameters) 2.3. Calculation of energy absorption and exposure buildup factors
The equivalent atomic number, Z eq is a parameter describing the properties of the composite materials in terms of equivalent elements, hence it is similar to that atomic number of element. Hence the interaction of gamma rays with materials is based on domination of different partial photon interaction processes in different energy regions, thus Z eq is an energy dependent parameter. Since the buildup factor mainly arises from multiple scattering events, Z eq is derived from the contribution of Compton scattering process.
At the first step, the equivalent atomic number Z eq for particular material has been calculated by matching the ratio, (µ/ρ) compton /(µ/ρ) Total, of that material at a specific energy with the corresponding ratio of an element at the same energy. Thus, firstly the Compton partial mass attenuation coefficient, (µ/ρ) Compton , and the total mass attenuation coefficients, (µ/ρ) Total , were obtained for the elements of Z= 4-40 and for the soils and ceramic materials in the energy region 0.015-15 MeV, using the XCOM [18] computer program. For the interpolation of Z eq for which the ratio (µ/ρ) compton /(µ/ρ) Total lies between two successive ratios of elements, the following formula has been employed [16] :
Where Z 1 and Z 2 are the elemental atomic numbers corresponding to the ratios (µ/ρ) compton /(µ/ρ) Tot, R 1 and R 2 respectively, and R are the ratio for given soils and ceramic materials at a particular energy. The value of Z eq for the selected soils and ceramic materials so obtained are given in Table 3 and 4. In the second step, to calculate the G-P fitting parameter a similar interpolation procedure was adopted as in the case of the equivalent atomic number. The G-P fitting parameter for elements were taken from the ANSI/ANS-6.4.3 [8] standard reference data base which provides the G-P fitting parameters for elements from beryllium to iron in the energy region 0.015-15 MeV up to 40 mfp. Formula given below is used in interpolation of G-P fitting buildup coefficient of the used materials:
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Where C 1 and C 2 are the values of coefficients (G-P fitting parameters) corresponding to the atomic numbers of Z 1 and Z 2 respectively, at a given energy and Z eq is the equivalent atomic number of the given material. At the final step, The G.P fitting parameters were then used to generate energy absorption and exposure buildup factor data for these materials using the following G.P fitting formula given by Harima et al. [4] 
Where E is the incident photon energy, x is the penetration depth in mean free path, a,b,c,d and X k are the G-P fitting parameters and b is the value of buildup factor at 1 mfp. The parameter K(E,x) is the photon dose multiplication factor and change in the shape of the spectrum. Here the mean free path (mfp) is defined as the average distance that photons of a given energy travel before an two successive interactions in a given medium occur. It is equal to the reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient. The ratio of the total value of a specified radiation quantity at any point to the contribution to that value from radiation reaching the point without having undergone any collision is called "buildup factor".
III. Result and Discussion
The chemical composition of soils is listed in Table 1 and Chemical formulas of ceramic materials are listed in Table 2 . Table 3 Here the low value of buildup factor around 0.015 MeV is due to predominance of photo electric effect in this energy region which results in fast removal of low energy photons, thereby not allowing these photons to buildup. It is further observed that in the energy range 0.15 MeV to 0.8 MeV the buildup factor values are high for a given penetration depth due to dominance of Compton effect. Which only helps in the degradation of photon energy and fails to remove a photon completely. Because of multiple scattering of photons they exist for longer time in material which leads to a higher value of buildup factor. Here it is also observed that at gamma ray energy 0.2 MeV, buildup factor value is very high because of exclusive dominance of Compton effect. Furthermore it is also observed that for energies greater than 2.0 MeV, the dominance of pair production phenomenon over Compton effect increases, so values of buildup factor decreases. The variation of EABF and EBF with incident photon energy seem to be independent of chemical composition of above materials beyond 2.0 MeV respectively. 
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Effect of Penetration Depth on EABF and EBF
The values of EABF and EBF of soils and ceramic materials increase with the increase in penetration depth. At lowest photon energy 0.015 MeV EABF and EBF values are low because of dominance of photoelectric effect, but at 0.2 MeV photon energy EABF and EBF values are much higher due to dominance of Compton effect. It can also be seen, at photon energy 5 and 15 MeV EABF and EBF values are low due to predominance of pair-production as in figs. 5 to 8. However, the values of EABF and EBF of ceramic material increases with increase in penetration depth between 15 to 40 mfp at energy range of 5-15 MeV. The reason behind the pair production process starts pre-dominating and results with an electron-positron pair for lower penetration depth, these particles may escape from the material or after multiple collisions with in the material comes to rest and further annihilates. With the increase in penetration depth, these secondary gamma rays (as a result of annihilation) contribute to the rise in intensity of the primary gamma rays [19] .
Effect of Effective Atomic Number on EABF and EBF
As in Table 3 and 4 each material have different Z eq at various energy levels, so to assign a particular atomic number to each material, mean of Z eq of each sample at various photon energies is calculated and mean so calculated is treated as the effective atomic number i.e. Z eff of that material Values of Z eff of kaolinite, sand, cascade silt loam and mica are 11.12108, 12.27724, 12.95068 and 13.0056 respectively. This is very helpful in studying the behavior of buildup factor of different chosen materials at fixed penetration depths and fixed photon energy.
To investigate EABF and EBF as a function of Z eff , one penetration depth has been selected, 15 mfp, for low energy range i.e. from 0.015-0.15 MeV and for higher energy range which is 1.0-15 MeV. From Fig.  9(a) and 10(a) it is analyzed that at 15 mfp and for lower energy range, EABF and EBF shows a decreasing trend as the Z eff increases. This trend is pronounced for lower Z eff in comparison to higher Z eff . Fig. 9 (b) and 10(b) informs that for high energy range there is practically no change in value of EABF and EBF which implies that attenuation properties of materials taken at higher incident photon energies is not at all effected by their chemical composition. 
IV. Calculation Uncertainty
The calculated values of EABF and EBF for air have been compared with that EABF and EBF for air in ANSI/ANS [8] data base in the energy region 0.015-15.0 MeV and penetration depth up to 40 mfp. From the Fig. 11 (a,b) it can be clearly seen that our calculated values of air agree well with ANSI/ANS [8] database within a few percent uncertainty. Recently, Asano and Sakamoto have evaluate the buildup factors of heavy concrete and various materials for the shielding wall by using the Monte Carlo simulation code, EGS4 [20] . They also compared their calculated values by that of concrete in ANSI/ANS-6.4.3 [8] standard reference database. Both the calculations are in good agreement except for the slight differences which may be due to (a) the development of the low energy photon treatments in EGS4 such as K-X ray, L-X ray and Bremsstrahlung. It was shown by Shimizu et al. that the methods based on invariant embedding, G-P fitting and Monte Carlo simulation agree well for 18 low-Z materials within small discrepancies [7] , (b) the ANSI/ANS data are based on the calculation result data by using the moments method [21] with parallel beam source and the Monte Carlo code, EGS4 with emission source. The all materials used in the present study consist of low-Z materials. When compared with other available approximations such as Taylor, Berger, and three exponential, the geometricprogression (G-P) fitting seem to reproduce the buildup factors with better accuracy. Harima et al. have shown that the absolute values of maximum deviations of exposure build factors for water in G-P fitting is within 0.5-3%, in Taylor approximation is within 0.4-53.2%, in Berger approach is within 0.9-42.7%, in three-exponential approach is within 0.4-9.3% [22] . 
V. Conclusion
What are concluded from the present study are: Some essential soils and ceramic materials have been investigated in terms of the gamma ray EABF and EBF which are obtained by using the five parameter geometric progression (G-P) fitting formula in the energy region 0. 
